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Community Capacity-Building: 
Lessons Learned From Our Partners 

 
Executive Summary 

This report highlights three philanthropic efforts to build the capacity of local communities in the West - The 
Ford Family Foundation�’s Ford Institute Leadership Program (FILP), the Northwest Area Foundation�’s 
Horizons Program (Horizons), and the Orton Family Foundation�’s Heart and Soul Community Planning 
Program (Heart and Soul). Building community capacity can be one of the most powerful vehicles for change 
as local communities seek to address economic, social, or environmental challenges. The case studies in this 
report provide encouraging examples of how modest philanthropic investments can make a big difference in 
building community-wide capacity. 

Each of these programs focuses on small, rural communities. The programs take different approaches, but 
overall, investments have been aimed at enhancing the problem-solving capacity of the communities 
involved. Horizons was designed to build community leadership to address poverty. Heart and Soul seeks to 
engage citizens in land use planning as a pathway to building stronger communities. FILP offers training 
courses to strengthen individual and organizational capacity, and ultimately promote community vitality. All 
three programs have covered multiple years, and have been financed by foundations outside these 
communities.  

Despite similarities across these three programs, the programs differ in their approach to building community 
capacity as a core part of the program objectives. In the report, we present a continuum from �“community 
capacity building as an end in itself�” to �“community capacity building as a means to a different end.�” For 
example, we discuss how the Horizons Program had the explicit objective of alleviating poverty, while 
building community capacity was a mechanism for achieving that end. The Ford Family Foundation�’s 
program, by contrast, has aimed at building community capacity from the start. 

We learn several encouraging lessons through this analysis of the three programs. First, we learn that well 
designed investments in community capacity do work. All of these programs have been successful in building 
capacity at the local level. We also find that leadership and civic participation are critical elements to 
community capacity. Community capacity depends on leadership, and each of these programs involves some 
form of leadership development or training. Each program has also built the civic culture of their community 
in some way, such as increasing volunteerism or enhancing relationships among community leaders. 

However, we also find some cautionary lessons through the experience of these philanthropic efforts. 
Foundations interested in funding this work may find that building community capacity does not always result 
in achieving the specific goals of the foundation. In other words, communities may choose to use their newly 
developed capacities on a range of issues that may or may not be aligned with the foundation�’s core 
objectives. We also find that including marginalized populations in community problem-solving may prove 
difficult and take a long time, and is best addressed by each individual community on its own terms. Finally, 
each of these programs demonstrates the reality that this work is long-term, and philanthropic support can be 
most helpful when it recognizes the longer time horizons necessary for producing and sustaining results. 
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Methodology  

The three programs highlighted in this report are: 

 The Ford Family Foundation�’s Ford Institute Leadership Program 
 The Northwest Area Foundation�’s Horizons Program 
 The Orton Family Foundation�’s Heart and Soul Community Planning Program 

Each of these three foundations responded to a questionnaire which requested information and reflection 
about the program�’s purpose, approach, and lessons learned. The questionnaire asked respondents to 
examine the program from the perspective of community capacity-building, even if that term had not been an 
explicit part of the program�’s objective or theory of change. 

In addition, each foundation supplied background material about the program, including formal external 
evaluations. We have chosen not to provide specific source notes for particular information about each of the 
cases. Please refer to the appendix for a listing of additional materials referenced in this report. 

A Few Similarities and Differences Among the Three Cases 

There are some significant similarities among these three cases. This has the advantage of enabling us to make 
apples-to-apples comparisons of the respective strategies employed, but it has the disadvantage of narrowing 
the scope of the study. For example:  

 All three programs were multi-year in duration, for example. This clearly produced some benefits on 
the ground, but a foundation contemplating a �“one-off�” capacity-building effort might prefer a case 
study of that approach.  
 

 These three projects all focus on small, mostly rural communities. They provide useful comparisons 
about capacity-building work in that setting, but tell us little about how to do that work in a large 
metropolitan area, or in a watershed or bioregion (such as the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem).  
 

 These three foundations all operate regionally, across fairly extensive geographies. By definition, this 
means that most if not all of the work is being financed from outside the foundation�’s home town. 
Would we learn different lessons if we studied capacity-building work undertaken by community or 
family foundations within their own communities? 
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small cities and towns describe, apply and uphold their heart and soul attributes so that they can adapt to 
change while maintaining or enhancing the things they value most.�”  All of these programs, then, can quite 
legitimately be described as community capacity-building initiatives. 
 
What is equally clear is that these approaches differ substantially from one another in many ways, including 
how they address the issue of community capacity. We think it is important to be clear from the outset that 
the purpose of this inquiry is not to identify or promote one ideal method of building community capacity. 
One of the great strengths of philanthropy has always been the variety of approaches that it brings to bear on 
any problem or opportunity. That variety is evident in these three case studies. 

One of the key differences has to do with how central or focal the goal of building community capacity is in 
each case. Is it in the foreground or the background?  Is it an objective in its own right, or is the foundation 
trying to enhance civic capacity so that the community can do a better job of addressing the particular problem 
or issue that the foundation cares most about? 

In these terms, the three cases present an analytically useful continuum. The Ford Institute Leadership 
Program seems to be aimed squarely at building community capacity, without any more specific objective. 
The Orton Family Foundation�’s �“Heart and Soul Community Planning�” program engages citizens to identify 
and act on their shared community values (the community�’s �“heart and soul�”) as a pathway to vibrant, 
enduring communities. This focus on improved community planning is a key element of Heart and Soul, but 
the Foundation makes it clear that the end goal is indeed �“vibrant, enduring communities.�”  The Northwest 
Area Foundation, by contrast, developed the Horizons program as a component of its overall mission of 
alleviating poverty within its region. Poverty alleviation remained the key objective of Horizons; building 
community capacity was essentially a means to that end. 

 

 

 

 

We would expect to find most foundation-supported community capacity-building work situated somewhere 
along this continuum. Knowing where you are on that continuum, and why, may be a key contributor to the 
success of any given program. We will have more to say about this in the discussion about lessons learned 
from these three cases. 

Lessons Learned 

All three of these foundations have been conscientious about learning lessons as they have proceeded with 
their respective programs, and redesigning the programs to reflect those lessons. They have all done this 
evaluative work internally, and they have all commissioned external evaluations of their programs. The 
lessons they have learned are therefore very extensive and detailed. Our account here will only focus on the 
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lessons that are most directly relevant to building community capacity. Rather than group those lessons 
program-by program, we will take a more thematic approach. 

Encouraging Lessons 

The broadest lesson, arising from all three cases, is that well-designed investments in building community 
capacity do work. They work in different ways in different circumstances, of course, but there is strong 
evidence that such investments can increase the capacity of a community to meet challenges and pursue 
opportunities. 

We see community capacity being enhanced in a number of ways, across all three of these cases. Here are 
some of the most salient and encouraging features: 

1) Leadership  

Community capacity depends on leadership, in one form or another. It doesn�’t have to be elected or any 
other kind of formal leadership and it is probably best if the leadership is broadly shared. But communities 
depend on leadership of some kind to meet challenges and seize opportunities on a regular basis.  

Both the Northwest Area and Ford Family foundation programs were explicitly focused on leadership 
development. Horizons employed the Pew Partnership�’s Leadership Plenty Program, while the Ford Family 
Foundation has created its own ongoing leadership development program. The Orton Family Foundation�’s 
Heart and Soul program is less explicit about leadership development, but it has been very aggressive about 
providing training in a broad range of techniques that are key elements of collaborative leadership. 

Evaluations of these programs provide clear and convincing evidence that leadership capacity has been 
expanded because of the philanthropic investment. The external evaluation of the Horizons program put it 
this way: 

�“Evidence clearly indicates that the program has been successful in identifying, training and 
supporting new leaders, building new and strengthening existing leadership capacity, mobilizing 
community participation and civic engagement. Can enhanced leadership capacity be built?  The 
answer is a resounding yes.�” 

In much the same vein, the Ford Institute evaluation concluded: 

�“In summary, analysis of data collected from Spring 2009 to Spring 2011 participants shows evidence 
that effective community leaders are being developed by the Leadership Program. After the training, 
participants report experiencing significantly higher levels of competence in leadership skills and 
significantly higher likelihoods of engaging in leadership behavior than they had before the class. �… 
The most common skills respondents reported using in those settings were those related to active 
listening, conflict resolution, running effective meetings, communication, and decision-making.�” 
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2) Strengthening civic culture  

This is a more elusive component of community capacity than leadership development, but perhaps even 
more important. The evidence of success in deepening this form of community capacity is even stronger 
across all three programs.  

Here is how a Horizons evaluator spoke of that program�’s success in these terms: 

�“Horizons resulted in greater participation in civic affairs, from those who had previously not been 
active. Board and civic organizational participation and volunteerism increased, and persons new to 
leadership were elected into local office.�” 

In a similar vein, the Ford Institute Leadership Program has found its graduates �“more civically active than 
before.�”  The Ford Institute evaluation also spoke of how that program has strengthened more subtle strands 
of civic culture: 

�“The most common skills respondents reported using were those related to: 
active listening, conflict resolution, running effective meetings, communication, and decision making. 
The respondents who cited using active listening skills at some point during the four months of the 
�… class talked about how they are now much better at listening fully and completely to others and 
waiting until they fully understand the points before formulating an opinion or a response. As one 
student respondent put it, �‘When there is a disagreement with a group of classmates, I have learned 
to listen to what their point of view is and understand where they are coming from, instead of 
persuading them to see my point of view without giving them a chance to speak.�’�”   

The evaluation of Golden, Colorado�’s Heart and Soul project reported that �“project events connected people 
and built deeper understanding.�”  The evaluation continued: 

�“The Heart and Soul process is rich with opportunities for diverse individuals to come together in 
meaningful ways. [An official] mused about how that comes to life: �‘Whenever you get a chance to 
get to know another person more than superficially, you really clarify your relationship. In situations 
where there is less trust, an open process like this builds trust, builds relationships, and builds 
community.�’�” 

Offering greater detail about this contribution to civic culture, the Heart and Soul evaluation found that: 

�“The project resulted in enhanced community relationships, such as improved trust and 
understanding between city decision-makers and Golden residents. For example, the Heart and Soul 
process built in project events that helped individuals listen and learn about the diverse perspectives 
of others. Groups of community members did the work of watching the stories. . . . Inevitably, 
people with different vantages developed richer appreciation for other perspectives.�” 

There is one very particular lesson highlighted in this quote: the value of story as a way of strengthening civic 
culture and therefore building community capacity. We cannot go into greater detail here, but it is one of the 
most intriguing features of the Heart and Soul approach. Among other things, it opens up the possibility that 
foundations primarily interested in arts and culture may have far more to contribute to building community 
capacity than we generally assume. 
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3) Substantive outcomes  

As we mentioned earlier, both Northwest Area Foundation and Orton Family Foundation were aiming less at 
building community capacity itself than at more substantive outcomes from their programs. Orton wanted 
better land use; NWAF was committed to poverty alleviation. Both foundations (and their evaluators) 
identified at least some success in these terms. 

The Horizons evaluation, for example, found that: 

�“Horizons has resulted in a deeper understanding of the causes of poverty, and a shared framework 
for understanding different forms that poverty can take. The program is continuing to change some 
entrenched attitudes about those who live in poverty. There is consistent evidence that communities 
can be supported- with tools and training- to focus on more systemic poverty issues.�” 

In Golden, the Heart and Soul evaluator found that: 

�“The project yielded a useable set of community values through a consensus-based process, and the 
city was successful in translating these community values into a thoroughly revised comprehensive 
plan.�” 

These encouraging results on the substantive side are important to note, especially for those foundations 
whose interest in community capacity-building may be primarily for the sake of such particular mission-
driven outcomes. This re-enforces what we suggested in the introduction: that �“many varieties of 
philanthropic work would be supplemented and enhanced by strengthening community capacity.�” 

Yet there are also complications that can arise from combining community capacity-building with the pursuit 
of more narrow and particular goals. We will examine some of those difficulties in the following section, 
along with other cautionary lessons that arise from one or more of these cases. 

Cautionary Lessons 

1) The community�’s work vs. the foundation�’s work  

Most foundations have substantive missions of one kind or another. Relatively few of them identify building 
community capacity itself as part of their mission. As a result, many foundations that do give some attention 
to community capacity still keep their own missions at the heart of that work. This is entirely understandable, 
and it can undoubtedly produce beneficial results. Still, it is important to understand that this mission-driven 
approach to building community capacity can present substantial difficulties. 

Among our three cases, those difficulties are most evident in the Horizons program. We cannot begin to do 
justice here to the very extensive and detailed external evaluation of Horizons. The broadest summary is that 
the program produced excellent (and from all indications sustained) results in terms of leadership 
development and in terms of building other forms of community capacity, such as new nonprofits. The 
program was also clearly successful in terms of deepening and broadening the understanding of poverty within 
the community. The results were less clear, though, when it came to the foundation�’s mission of reducing 
poverty. �“Progress on poverty has been mixed,�” the evaluation concludes.  
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Without attempting to provide a conclusive explanation of this very complex case, we offer a hypothesis for 
the sake of inviting further analysis and discussion. Small, rural communities often face more problems than 
they have the capacity to address. Poverty is one of those problems, and it is an easy one for a community to 
overlook or actively deny. In those terms, NWAF�’s efforts to raise awareness of the sources and multiple 
dimensions of poverty were not only laudable, but quite successful. Yet most of these small communities 
were also facing other challenges, such as chronic declines in their traditional economic base, or the 
outmigration of young people. When Horizons appears on the scene and genuinely enhances the 
community�’s problem-solving capacity, it would be surprising if these communities, faced with such a broad 
array of challenges, would choose to focus that new capacity exactly where the Foundation had hoped that 
they would focus. 

What this suggests is that community capacity may, by its nature, be a general-purpose phenomenon, not 
something that can be tailor-made for use on one particular problem or set of problems. This is an open 
question, to which these case studies invite our attention. It is possible, for example, that community capacity 
is inherently more of a general-purpose phenomenon in small communities than in larger ones, where the 
specialization of capacity is more feasible. On the other hand, as we expand our study to more urban settings, 
it might be advisable to keep this lesson in mind to see whether it also applies there.  

None of this is to suggest that foundations should abandon their focus on mission when they work with 
communities. Horizons raised community awareness of poverty. It also built community capacity. What 
NWAF may not have done so well was to understand that these are two different activities.  

The same might be true, but to a lesser extent, with the Orton Family Foundation program. The �“heart and 
soul�” of a community will very often be related to those special places and physical features that are of 
primary concern to the Foundation. But �“heart and soul�” can also be found in local culture, or in social 
relationships, for example. The good work of the Foundation in helping communities know themselves better 
may result in the �“community planning�” that the program aims for, but it might also take very different 
directions. In these terms, the Ford Family�’s Leadership Institute appears as the purest example of building 
capacity for whatever the community needs to do, not for what the Foundation wants it to do. 

2) Including marginalized populations 

All three foundations have sought to broaden the reach of their community-building programs, to involve 
minorities and other marginalized populations, and all have encountered some challenges in those terms. 
Horizons, for example, was considerably less successful on Indian reservations than in non-Indian 
communities. That experience contributed to a subsequent convening by NWAF of foundations seeking to 
learn how to operate more effectively in Indian Country. The Ford Leadership Institute reports that:  

�“In an effort to better reach Hispanic residents, we have created an introductory class which helps 
�‘break the ice�’ and serves as a recruitment vehicle into the full community cohort.�”   

Similarly, in the Golden, Colorado Heart and Soul project we heard that, �“The block parties were strategically 
located in low-income or neighborhoods with high numbers of rental units.�” 

 The Orton Family Foundation learned a deeper, more challenging lesson in this regard:   

�“One thing the advisory team realized is that not everyone is ready to have a conversation about the 
town�’s future. They related it to Maslow�’s hierarchy of needs; some people at the chili social were 
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worried about where their next meal would come from and were put-off with the City�’s past efforts 
to seek input about future land-use decisions. The advisory team realized that in order to bring 
everyone to the table with an equal voice they�’d need to help connect some residents to immediate 
need resources. When they tried and failed, they evaluated their efforts, created a new strategy then 
tried again.�” 

This example of painful but patient learning may suggest a broader lesson. Most foundations bring to their 
work a highly laudable commitment to inclusiveness. When they work in communities, it seems entirely 
appropriate that they encourage and facilitate the inclusion of marginalized populations. But for a number of 
reasons, those efforts may fall short of what the foundation would like to see. In addition to trying new 
techniques, it may sometimes be helpful for the foundation to recognize that the full inclusion of these 
populations in community problem-solving is itself a community problem, which the community may have to 
address in its own time and on its own terms. But when that time comes, a community whose general 
problem-solving capacity has been enhanced will be better positioned to deal with this difficult problem. 

3) Building capacity takes a long time 

All three foundations indicated that one of the lessons they had learned is that this is long-term work. In the 
foundation world, that always means that there is a question of how to sustain the work long enough to 
produce lasting results.  

The Horizons program may seem the least likely of the three cases to provide an answer, since NWAF is no 
longer funding the program. But that case actually provides one possible solution to the problem of 
sustainability. In its latter phases, the Foundation turned to the university-based Extension Service as its chief 
intermediary for working with Horizons communities. In several states, this partnership proved not only 
beneficial to NWAF and the Horizons communities, but to Extension as well. As the external evaluator put 
it: 

�“The Horizons program has had a major impact on the ways in which Extension works with 
communities. In some cases, it has been transformative. �…  In virtually every Delivery Organization, 
those interviewed talked about how they had moved beyond the traditional expert delivery of 
information to selected audiences to learning how to work in partnership with the entirety of a 
community. This in particular has led them to include low-income community members.�” 

One result has been that several of the state extension services have sought ways to continue the kind of 
work that they had begun in Horizons, even after foundation support had ceased. This may have been a 
fortuitous (and non-replicable) intersection of a mission-driven foundation seeking out an intermediary which 
was especially ready for a new way of working with communities. But it does suggest that working with 
intermediaries with ongoing ties to communities may be a valuable component of any community capacity-
building initiative. It probably also underscores the value of doing this work through funder collaboratives, so 
that it is not entirely dependent on the programmatic decisions of any one foundation. 

Another side-effect of the long time horizons of this work is that it makes it both more difficult and more 
important to measure the long-term effects of the work. That leads into the next section, focusing on the 
kinds of assistance that might be most beneficial to foundations involved in community capacity-building. 
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Implications for Supporting Organizations 

These three case studies suggest a variety of forms of assistance that organizations like research foundations 
or regional associations of grantmakers could provide to foundations and other funders that either are already 
involved in building community capacity, or are contemplating such involvement. What follows is only a 
partial list of examples of such assistance; we welcome further suggestions. 

1) Research and document the long-term effects of philanthropic investment in building 
community capacity. Foundations naturally want some assurance that investment in something 
as complex and intangible as community capacity will produce valuable results. This is especially 
challenging in an arena like this because, as we mentioned in the previous section, the work of 
building capacity takes more time than many other kinds of philanthropic work. Sound, reliable 
research into the long-term effects of philanthropic investments would be tremendously helpful. 
Some of that research may draw on quantifiable metrics, but more narrative evidence (from key 
informants, for example) can also be valuable. 
 

2) Prepare a broader range of case studies. As we noted earlier, these three cases were chosen 
because some of their similarities provided apples-to-apples comparisons of strategies, strengths, 
and weaknesses. But that has meant that very different capacity-building venues, such as urban 
or watershed settings, remain to be studied, as do capacity-building efforts by foundations 
indigenous to the communities themselves. 
 

3) Present the cases in a variety of formats. We hope that written case studies like these can be 
helpful to the field, but it would be even more helpful if they could be supplemented by other 
forms of presentation, including power point or videos. 
 

4) Provide opportunities for face-to-face, peer-to-peer learning among those engaged in capacity-
building work, or contemplating such engagement. This could include conference sessions, 
webinars, or other events. 

Conclusion 

The Ford Family Foundation, Northwest Area Foundation and Orton Family Foundation have provided 
three excellent examples of philanthropic investment in community capacity-building. They have also been 
very generous in providing background material and staff time to help us prepare these case studies. 

These three cases provide strong evidence that well-designed and thoughtfully implemented philanthropic 
investments can substantially enhance the capacity of communities to solve problems and realize 
opportunities. The case studies provide valuable information about proven strategies for achieving such 
results. Perhaps of equal value, they also provide cautionary lessons about difficult passages that may be 
encountered by any capacity-building initiative, and they present a few examples of strategies or techniques 
that have not proven effective. 

These three cases were never intended to be a definitive survey of the arena of community capacity-building. 
Aside from their intrinsic value, we hope they will elicit suggestions about additional cases of philanthropic 
investment that might also be studied, as a contribution to this expanding field of activity.  
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Appendix: References 

This case study draws on information collected from a questionnaire sent to all three foundations featured in 
this report. In addition, the foundations supplied additional materials, including brochures and formal or 
external evaluations. Those resources are listed below: 

Ford Family Foundation�’s Ford Institute Leadership Program 

1) Ford Institute Leadership Program brochure, www.tfff.org 
2) Evaluation of the Ford Institute Leadership Program, 2011 Report, Prepared by Oregon State 

University, 2/9/2012 

Northwest Area Foundation�’s Horizons Program 

1) Northwest Area Foundation Horizons Program 2003-2010, Final Evaluation Report, Prepared by 
Diane L. Morehouse, President QED, 7/ 2010 

Orton Family Foundation�’s Heart and Soul Program 

1) Heart and Soul Community Planning Projects, Project Evaluation Findings- Golden, Colorado, 
Prepared by Peer Associates, Inc., 7/2011 

 


